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ABSTRACT
In recent years, there have been many natural disasters that have brought destruction all over the
world. Earthquakes in Chile, Haiti, Japan, China, and New Zealand had devastating consequence
on stricken areas and impaired/destroyed great stock of buildings and infrastructure facilities. As
a result, the earthquake impacted regions were paralyzed for weeks and even months incurring
huge business/operation interruption losses. Performance Based Earthquake Evaluation
methodology provides a probabilistic assessment framework to quantify building’s performance
considering performance metrics meaningful to decision makers (e.g., repair cost, probability of
unsafe placard) that can be used to limit damage-impaired losses through the design. Although the
methodology represents a step forward towards improved building design, it lacks robustness to
be applied to limiting business interruption losses and/or increasing the buildings resiliency mostly
due to the lack of the appropriate building recovery models. Building recovery modes, defined by
recovery time (i.e., period necessary to restore the building’s functionality) and recovery path, are
necessary for mitigation of the business interruption losses or improved resiliency through a
performance based seismic design. This study focuses on development and validation of a recovery
model for commercial buildings applicable to any building size. The recovery model utilizes the
building functionality limit state curve (a cumulative distribution function) in conjunction with the
building repair time and mobilization time models. All recovery model components: functionality
limit state curve, repair time model, and mobilization time model are developed and validated
utilizing the data collected through case studies from previous earthquakes, interviews and
workshops held with contractors, engineers, architects, building owners, and stakeholders. The
final outcome of this study is a realistic, robust, and flexible recovery model that can be used for
estimation of business interruption losses and resiliency of any building size.
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